IMPORTING A CHEMICAL

IS IT A PIC CHEMICAL?
PIC CHEMICALS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED HS CODES
CUSTOMS TO CHECK THE IMPORT RESPONSE FOR THE PIC CHEMICAL (DATABASE OR PIC CIRCULAR) AND CONTACT DNA IF NECESSARY

IT IS EXPORTED FROM A PARTY.
CUSTOMS TO CONTACT THE DNA TO FIND OUT IF THE CHEMICAL IS BANNED OR SEVERELY RESTRICTED IN THE EXPORTING PARTY

THE CHEMICAL IS BANNED OR SEVERELY RESTRICTED IN THE EXPORTING PARTY.
CUSTOMS AND DNA WORK TOGETHER TO VERIFY IF THE CHEMICAL IS ACCOMPANIED BY ADEQUATE INFORMATION AS PER ARTICLE 13 OF THE CONVENTION

IT IS NOT EXPORTED FROM A PARTY.
NO SPECIFIC PROVISIONS UNDER ROTTERDAM CONVENTION
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NO SPECIFIC PROVISIONS UNDER THE CONVENTION

USEFUL LINKS TO SUPPORT CUSTOMS OFFICERS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONVENTION

HS codes
http://www.pic.int/guidance/hs%20codes%20list%20for%20website.doc

Database of import responses for Parties
http://www.pic.int/reports/96-icsn-country-parties.asp

PIC circular
http://www.pic.int/home.php?type=t&id=50&sid=3

Database of banned or severely restricted chemicals for parties
http://www.pic.int/reports/fra-parties-list.asp

List of designated National Authorities
http://www.pic.int/reports/06-showDNAs.asp

List of Parties
http://www.pic.int/home.php?type=t&id=63&sid=17